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ABSTRACT: Identifying structure formation in semicrystal-
line conjugated polymers is the fundamental basis to
understand electronic processes in these materials. Although
correlations between physical properties, structure formation,
and device parameters of regioregular, semicrystalline poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) have been established, it has
remained difficult to disentangle the influence of regioregu-
larity, polydispersity, and molecular weight. Here we show that
the most commonly used synthetic protocol for the synthesis
of P3HT, the living Kumada catalyst transfer polycondensation
(KCTP) with Ni(dppp)Cl2 as the catalyst, leads to regioregular chains with one single tail-to-tail (TT) defect distributed over the
whole chain, in contrast to the hitherto assumed exclusive location at the chain end. NMR end-group analysis and simulations are
used to quantify this effect. A series of entirely defect-free P3HT materials with different molecular weights is synthesized via
new, soluble nickel initiators. Data on structure formation in defect-free P3HT, as elucidated by various calorimetric and
scattering experiments, allow the development of a simple model for estimating the degree of crystallinity. We find very good
agreement for predicted and experimentally determined degrees of crystallinities as high as ∼70%. For Ni(dppp)Cl2-initiated
chains comprising one distributed TT unit, the comparison of simulated crystallinities with calorimetric and optical
measurements strongly suggests incorporation of the TT unit into the crystal lattice, which is accompanied by an increase in
backbone torsion. Polydispersity is identified as a major parameter determining crystallinity within the molecular weight range
investigated. We believe that the presented approach and results not only contribute to understanding structure formation in
P3HT but are generally applicable to other semicrystalline conjugated polymers as well.
1. INTRODUCTION
Regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (rrP3HT) has evolved as
a ubiquitous material for organic electronic devices due to its
easy availability and tendency to form semicrystalline lamellar
microstructures.1−7 The power conversion efficiencies of
organic photovoltaic devices (OPV) incorporating blends of
rrP3HT and fullerene derivatives have been gradually increased
to high values up to 6.48% during the last years.8−14 Films of
pristine rr-P3HT are also used in organic field effect transistors
(OFETs), which typically yield appreciably high charge carrier
mobilities of 10−2 to 10−1 cm2/(V s). The performance of such
thin film devices critically depends on the microstructure and
crystallinity, which in turn is governed by the processing
conditions, e.g., the solvent.15 Crystallization from poor
solvents can lead to very long whiskers, in which the chain
can fold back and forth several times along the whisker axis.16
Besides processing, molecular parameters such as molecular
weight,17−23 nature of chain ends,24,25 polydispersity,26 and
regioregularity (RR), i.e., the content of head-to-tail (HT)
couplings,27−32 influence the optoelectronic properties. The
effects of microstructure and ordering on the device perform-
ance of P3HT films have been addressed by numerous
studies.33−37 Generally, a high RR is important to improve
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crystallinity and thus device performance: It has been shown
that crystal thickness38 and crystallinity increase with increasing
RR27,28,33,39 and that a large content of tail-to-tail (TT) and
head-to-head (HH) couplings, as prevalent in regiorandom-
P3HT (rran-P3HT), can lead to the complete absence of main-
chain crystallinity.31,40 Even relatively small variations of RR
between 90% and 96% can cause major changes in device
performance.28,33 These results were explained by the fact that
higher RRs can improve π−π stacking and thus two-
dimensional charge transport.28,33 More recent results suggest
that photovoltaic blends composed of P3HT may not
necessarily require a high RR for optimum device perform-
ance.29,31 Despite these general trends, it has remained difficult
to assign changes in microstructure or crystallinity to one
particular molecular parameter. Therefore, it is still unclear
which particular aspect of the microstructure relates to a certain
macroscopic electronic property. The difficulty to establish
such relationships may arise from imperfect synthetic control
over starting materials but also from the inability to isolate the
influence of one single molecular parameter on macroscopic
properties within a given set of polymers.
One of the most widely used synthetic route to synthesize
rrP3HT is the Kumada catalyst transfer polycondensation
(KCTP) developed by McCullough et al.5 and Yokozawa et
al.41 This method utilizes the commercially available catalyst
(1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane)dichloronickel (Ni-
(dppp)Cl2) 1 and leads to highly regioregular P3HT
(rrP3HT) with low polydisperities between 1.1 and 1.3.
Initiation proceeds from an in situ-formed tail-to-tail (TT)
dimer formed from Ni(dppp)Cl2 and two monomer molecules,
from which propagation of rrP3HT occurs.42,43 This TT
coupling defect, arising from the structure of the catalyst, is
therefore inevitably incorporated into the otherwise regiore-
gular chain. While it was until now assumed that the TT
initiating dimer is exclusively located at the beginning of the
P3HT chain, a recent study suggests that this might only
partially be true: Tkachov et al. observed “random ring walking”
when polymerizing P3HT from the external model initiator 4-
bromobenzene−Ni(dppe)-Br and found P3HT with an internal
phenyl group as the major product.44 If the same mechanism
was operative during the polymerization via commercially
available Ni(dppp)Cl2, the TT defect would be located
anywhere within the linear P3HT chain. Thus, only the
distribution of the TT defect within the chain fully characterizes
a P3HT macromolecule.
Independent of the exact location of this TT defect, its
influence on microstructure is not clear and cannot be
separated from other molecular parameters. It has been
suggested that the apparent molecular weight dependence of
crystallinity in P3HT45,46 might be due to terminal TT defects
which were considered as noncrystallizable groups.46 Polydis-
persity can affect crystallinity as well,46 similar to n-alkanes:47,48
From a crystal layer comprising shorter and longer chains in a
random manner, amorphous ciliae of the longer chains
protrude, which limits crystallinity. The situation may become
even more complicated if the TT defect is not exclusively
located at the chain ends, as the additional question arises if
nonterminal TT defects can be incorporated into the crystal
lattice. Therefore, it remains challenging to separate the effects
of regioregularity and polydispersity unless truly monodisperse
or entirely defect-free samples are studied.
We show here that in Ni(dppp)Cl2-initiated polymerizations
of P3HT bidirectional growth and reinsertion of Ni(0) at both
ends of the P3HT chain occurs. The resulting distribution
of the TT defect within the backbone is characterized by
a combination of NMR end group analysis and computer
simulations. We further present the synthesis of a series of
entirely defect-free P3HT materials with 100% RR via new
soluble nickel initiators, in which the TT defect is eliminated.
The crystallization behavior of the two series, i.e., well-defined,
conventionally polymerized samples and well-defined, defect-
free samples, is comparatively studied by X-ray scattering and
calorimetric and optical experiments. We finally present a
simple model for the determination of crystallinity based on the
molecular weight distribution. This model quantitatively
accounts for experimentally observed crystallinities in defect-
free P3HT and corroborates the strong influence of
polydispersity on crystallinity. The combination of simulated
TT defect distributions, experimental crystallinities, and the
model suggests that partial inclusion of tail-to-tail units into the
crystal lattice is tolerated.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthetic Procedures. General Procedures and Materials.
Solvents and starting materials were obtained from Aldrich
unless otherwise noted and used as received. Commercially
available dry THF was distilled over sodium and benzophenone
ketyl and stored under argon. Diethylbipyridylnickel (Et2Ni-
(bipy)),49 2-bromo-5-chloromagnesio-3-hexylthiophene,50 and
the conventionally polymerized samples 2a−e (route A)42 were
synthesized through standard literature procedures.
Initiators. Initiator Ni(dppe)ThBr (3a): In a glovebox, 217 mg
(0.88 mmol) of 2-bromo-3-hexylthiophene and 8 mL of dry THF were
placed into a 100 mL flask and sealed with a septum. The flask was
transferred outside, and the solution was cooled to −15 °C. A 200 mg
amount of Et2Ni(bipy) (200 mg, 0.73 mmol) was added dropwise
in 10 mL of THF via syringe. The initial green color changed to
yellow and finally red, indicating completion of reaction. A 350 mg
amount of 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (dppe) was added in
10 mL in one portion, upon which a slight color change from red
to orange-red was observed. A small portion of THF was evaporated,
and the mixture was transferred back to the glovebox. Filtration into
dry diethyl ether/n-hexanes 1:2 yielded a yellow precipitate, which
was further crystallized at −20 °C overnight. The raw product was
redissolved, filtered, and reprecipitated to yield 326 mg (0.46 mmol,
63%) of pure, shiny yellow crystals. The 1H and 31P NMR spectra are
depicted in Figure SI-1, Supporting Information. For atom numbering,
see Scheme 2. 1H NMR (THF-d8, 303 K): 8.33 (m, 2H, HAr), 8.27 (m,
2H, HAr), 7.68 (m, 2H, HAr), 7.6−7.45 (6H, HAr), 7.37 (3H, HAr), 7.30
(t, 1H, HAr), 7.08 (2H, HAr), 7.07 (dd,
2JHH = 4.8 Hz, JPH = 2.1 Hz,
1H, Ha), 6.84 (m, 2H, HAr), 6.40 (dd,
2JHH = 4.8 Hz, JPH = 1.4 Hz, 1H,
Hb) 2.65−2.45 (2H, Hc, HαCH2), 2.4−2.2 (2H, Hc), 1.94 (m, 1H,
HαCH2), 1.61 (m, 1H, Hc), 1.54 (m, 1H, HβCH2), 1.35−1.15 (7H,
HβCH2, (CH2)3), 0.91 ppm (t, 3H, CH3).
31P NMR (THF-d8, 303 K):
58.04 (d, JPP = 32.9 Hz, P2), 42.58 ppm (d, JPP = 32.9 Hz, P1).
Initiator Ni(dppp)ThBr (3b): Same procedure as for 3a yielded 301
mg (0.42 mmol, 57%) of shiny golden crystals. The 1H and 31P NMR
spectra are depicted in Figure SI-2, Supporting Information. For atom
numbering, see Scheme 2. 1H NMR (THF-d8, 303 K): 8.25 (br, 2H,
HAr), 8.09 (br, 2H, HAr), 7.81 (br, 2H, HAr), 7.44 (br, 4H, HAr), 7.35
(br, 5H, HAr), 7.17 (br, 1H, HAr), 7.00 (br, 4H, HAr), 6.85 (d, JHH = 4.8
Hz, 1H, Ha), 6.14 (d, JHH = 4.8 Hz, 1H, Hb), 2.85 (br, 1H, HαCH2),
2.64 (br, 1H, Hc), 2.40 (br, 1H, Hc), 2.26 (br, 1H, Hc), 2.04 (br, 3H,
Hc, Hd, HαCH2), 1.69 (br, 1H, HβCH2), 1.44 (m, 1H, Hd), 1.35−1.25
(7H, HβCH2, (CH2)3), 0.91 ppm (t, 3H, CH3).
31P NMR (THF-d8, 303
K): 18.45 (d, J = 62.5 Hz, P2), −3.67 ppm (d, J = 62.5 Hz, P1).
General Polymerization Procedure for Syntheses of Defect-Free
P3HT. Syntheses of defect-free P3HT 4a−l (route B) was carried out
under argon in single flasks equipped with a stir bar and a septum.
The concentration of 2-bromo-5-chloromagnesio-3-hexylthiophene
in THF was 0.067 mmol/mL. Different amounts of monomer
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(for [M]/[I] ratios, see Table SI-1, Supporting Information) were
added to solutions of 3a or 3b (∼20−40 mg/mL). Polymerizations
were carried out at room temperature for several minutes (3a) and for
30−45 min (3b). The polymerization was quenched with 5 M HCl;
care was taken to avoid precipitation. After the mixture was stirred
further for several minutes, methanol was added to precipitate the
polymer and the mixture was filtered into an extraction thimble. The
solids were extracted with methanol and chloroform, respectively, and
the chloroform solution was concentrated to dryness under reduced
pressure. Methanol was added, and the solids were collected and dried
in vacuo. A compilation of the physical properties of all polymers is
given in the Supporting Information. The properties of four polymers
studied further in detail are summarized in Table 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Defect Distribution of Ni(dppp)Cl2-Initiated Poly-
(3-hexylthiophene). Ni(dppp)Cl2 1 or Ni(dppe)Cl2 are
common catalysts used for the synthesis of regioregular
P3HT via KCTP. This method developed by McCullough
et al. uses a 70:30 to 80:20 mixture of “regular” 2-bromo-5-
chloromagnesio-3-hexylthiophene and “reversed” 5-bromo-2-
chloromagnesio-3-hexylthiophene, respectively,42 while Yokozawa
and co-workers use pure “regular” 2-bromo-5-chloromagnesio-
3-hexylthiophene as the active monomer.43,50 Catalysts such
as 1 are usually used, which are highly selective toward
polymerization of the regular monomer, and thus the two
methods result in the same chain topology and regioregularity.
The “reversed monomer” 5-bromo-2-chloromagnesio-3-
hexylthiophene only polymerizes under specific conditions
such as additional lithium chloride,51−53 which causes a lower
RR. However, such conditions were not used here, and
therefore the control materials 2a−e obtained from 1 are fully
regioregular P3HT chains with exactly one tail-to-tail (TT)
defect. With the regioregularity (RR) being defined as the
percentage of head-to-tail linkages, we can expect RR values
from these protocols according to RR = (DP-2)/(DP-1), where
DP is the degree of polymerization. The single TT regiodefect
arises from the initial reduction of Ni(dppp)Cl2 with 2 equiv of
active monomer.42,43 Until now it was assumed that chain
propagation proceeds unidirectionally from one side of this
initiating TT-dimer.5,43 We show that, in accordance with
recent results from Tkachov et al.,44 insertion of Ni(0) occurs
at both sides of the initially formed symmetric tail-to-tail dimer
at all times of polymerization, resulting in bidirectional growth
of the P3HT chain. This leads to an effective “migration” of the
TT defect into the backbone from the very beginning and
during all times of polymerization, and finally leads to a
distribution of the TT defect within the chain (Scheme 1a).
End group analysis of the 1H NMR spectra was used to
distinguish between chains with a terminal defect and chains
with an internal one. Figure 1a shows the spectrum of the low
molecular weight sample 2a with all important assignments. As
evidenced by correlations to 2-bromothiophene carbons at
about 108 ppm in the HMBC spectrum, all signals in the 6.86−
6.81 ppm region arise from protons of bromine end groups
(Figure SI-3, Supporting Information). The assignment of the
singlet at 6.86 ppm (H2) and the singlet of equal intensity at
6.93 ppm (H3) to the TT end-group carrying bromine was
accomplished by a combination of 1D and 2D NMR
techniques. The 13C signal assignment is given in the
Supporting Information. The well-known signal of bromine
caps of regioregular end groups (H10) appears at 6.84 ppm. The
signals at the low frequency side of H10 also result from
bromine end-groups and are therefore thought to arise from
bromine chain ends with the TT defect being at the second and
third position. The signals at 6.90 and 6.80 ppm show a
broadening due to coupling to the α-CH2 group of the hexyl
residue typical for H termination. Whereas the first signal is
known as H7 of regioregular P3HT, the low field signal is
assigned to H4 of a terminal TT group carring hydrogen at the
end. This signal indicates that also the Br-TT end can be
converted into an initiating side by random ring walking of
Ni(0), which starts chain growth at the other side of the
polymer chain. The thus-produced TT defect within the chain
is characterized by a proton signal at 7.00 ppm, in accordance
with the well-known chemical shift for a HT-TT triad.54,55 This
peak on top of the backbone signal is hard to quantify (see
arrow in Figure 1a). However, by comparing the signal intensity
of H2 with the intensity of the other bromine end group signals
between 6.85 and 6.81 ppm, we find that the percentage of
chains having the TT defect at the end (y = 0, see Scheme 1,
denoted as TT-P3HT) is already low for small molecular
weights of several kg/mol and further decreases with increasing
degree of polymerization. Figure 2b displays this behavior. Only
28% of the chains in the low molecular weight control sample
2a (Mn,GPC = 4.2 kg/mol, DPNMR = 17) carry the TT unit at the
chain end. This fraction decreases to 18% for sample 2e
(Mn,GPC = 21.2 kg/mol, DP = 76). The decrease of the chains
having the terminal defect with increasing molecular weight is
more pronounced compared to the analogous bifunctional
phenyl-based initiator from Tkachov et al., which can be
understood as a result from the higher reactivity of the
bromine−thiophene bond toward Ni(0) in comparison to the
bromine−phenyl bond.44 The same end group signals were also
used to estimate the molecular weight, which is more precise
and consistent than GPC or MALDI-based values.34 Values for
the degree of polymerization therefore refer to NMR-based
values, unless otherwise stated.
1H NMR end group analysis can only distinguish between
the two cases where the TT unit is either located at the end of
the chain or anywhere else. In order to reveal the distribution of
Table 1. Physical Properties of the Four Samples Studied in
Detaila
1TT-
P3HT-43
0TT-
P3HT-45
0TT-
P3HT-65
1TT-
P3HT-76
reference to Supporting
Information
2c 4i 4f 2e
TT defect 1 0 0 1
Mn (GPC) [kg/mol] 11.8 13.4 17.2 21.2
PDI (GPC) 1.13 1.11 1.26 1.28
Mn,MALDI [kg/mol] 6.9 7.5 10.5 −b
PDI (MALDI) 1.022 1.020 1.028 −b
DP (MALDI) 41 45 63 −b
DP (NMR) 43 45 65 76
d100 [nm] (190 °C) 1.82 1.81 1.82 1.83
d002/020 [nm] (190 °C) 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
a1TT-P3HT-43 denotes a sample with one distributed TT defect
(initiated by Ni(dppp)Cl2) with a degree of polymerization (DP) of
43. Mn,GPC was obtained from calibration with polystyrene standards,
Mn,MALDI was calculated from the peak intensities, DPMALDI =
Mn,MALDI/(166.3 g/mol).
bThe high molecular weight of 1TT-P3HT-
76 resulted in a noisy MALDI spectrum and therefore was not used to
calculate molecular weights.
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the TT unit within the chain, the mechanism of KCTP was
simulated according to a recently presented model.44 Here,
random hopping of the nickel catalyst on the conjugated
backbone together with a stickiness δ when Ni(0) approaches
the chain end is assumed (Figure 2a). The parameter δ
introduces a unidirectional component to the random walk.
The propability to jump to a bromine end group is therefore
biased compared to the otherwise random walk (jump
probabilities to the right and left are 0.5 if Ni(0) is located
somewhere on the chain). The biased probabilities for Ni(0) to
insert at chain ends lead to a higher probability to find Ni there,
i.e., Ni appears to “stick” at the chain ends to a degree
determined by δ. Using this model, the fraction of terminal TT
defects can be simulated with δ being the only parameter. Best
agreement of the model with the experimental values (circles in
Figure 2b) was achieved for δ = 0.55 (line in Figure 2b). In
order to investigate possible influences of the ligand on the
“ring walking” behavior and thus on the distribution of the TT
defect, additional samples were polymerized with Ni(dppe)Cl2.
However, although dppe imparts different reaction rates and
catalytic resting states compared to dppp,56 the fractions of
chains with terminal TT units were always the same for a given
Scheme 1. (a) Common Procedure for Kumada Catalyst Transfer Polycondensation Using Ni(dppp)Cl2, Resulting in
Regioregular P3HT 2a−e with One TT Defect Being Distributed within the Chain.a (b) Hexylthiophene-Based Nickel Initiators
NiL2ThBr 3a,b (L2= dppe, dppp) for the Synthesis of Defect-Free P3HT
b
aThe fraction of chains with a terminal TT unit is a function of the degree of polymerization.
bSamples 4a−f and 4g−i are polymerized starting from 3a and 3b, respectively.
Figure 1. 1H NMR end group analysis of P3HT. (a) Proton assignments of Ni(dppp)Cl2-initiated P3HT and
1H NMR spectrum (regions) of
sample 2a (DP = 18, solvent: CDCl3;
13C satellite signals marked by #). The signals at the lower frequency side of H10 presumably arise from
bromine-terminated chains with the TT defect being at the second and third position. The signal marked by an arrow is assigned to the two protons
of the TT unit in a TH-TT-HT sequence (TT within the chain). (b) Proton assignments and 1H NMR end-group analysis of the low molecular
weight defect-free P3HT sample 4a (DP = 16, solvent: CDCl3;
13C satellite signals are marked by #).
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DP (data not shown). For a given δ, the model also gives the
distributions of the TT defect along the chain. Figure 2c
presents these distributions for δ = 0.55 for the three different
degrees of polymerization, DP =17, 40, and 80. In all cases, the
distributions are symmetric and the probability for chains with a
terminal TT unit is highest, but most of the chains have an
internal one. This is clearly illustrated by the cumulative
probability ∑PTT in Figure 2d which gives the probability to
find the TT defect within the first n monomers from one of the
chain ends.
3.2. Synthesis of Defect-Free Poly(3-hexylthiophene).
Fully regioregular P3HT chains without any defects are
synthesized via externally initiated KCTP. For this purpose,
new soluble nickel initiators 3 with chelating phosphine ligands
are prepared. 3a,b are synthesized from 2-bromo-3-hexylth-
iophene using diethylbipyridylnickel Et2Ni(bipy) following
ligand exchange57,58 and isolated as golden-orange crystals
(Scheme 1b, Scheme 2).
An alternative route toward initiators 3 starting from 2-
chloromagnesio-3-hexylthiophene and Ni(dppp)Cl2 is feasible
and convenient for the in situ initiation of KCTP;59 however,
we found that workup and purification was easier to handle
using NiEt2bipy. In contrast to conventional KCTP, in which
two transmetalation steps with 2 equiv of active monomer
molecules are required to generate Ni(0), complexes 3a,b
readily release Ni(0) after the f irst transmetalation and
reductive elimination step. Defect-free P3HT 4a−l was
obtained by adding the active monomer to solutions of the
initiator in THF, polymerizing for indicated times and
quenching the mixture with 5 M HCl.50 3a,b exhibit excellent
solubility in THF, which facilitates precise adjustment of
initiator to monomer ratio. Several batches with different
initiator to monomer ratios were prepared to produce different
molecular weights, and Soxhlet extraction was performed with
methanol only. Thus, narrow polydispersities (GPC) as low as
1.11 were obtained using initiator 3b (see Table 1, for GPC
curves see Supporting Information). The polydispersity indices
obtained from MALDI are shown as well; however, these are
significantly smaller compared to the values from GPC.60 This
Figure 2. (a) Sketch explaining the “stickiness” parameter δ when Ni(0) is close to the chain ends (marked by *). (b) Probability of a terminal TT
defect for Ni(dppp)Cl2-polymerized P3HT as a function of molecular weight (circles) as determined from
1H NMR. The first data point (trimer) is
not from the experiment. The black line results from a simulation with stickiness δ = 0.55. (c) Probability PTT(N,m) to find the TT defect at a certain
monomer index m for three different degrees of polymerization N. (d) Cumulative probability to find the TT defect within the first monomer units n
from the end: ∑PTT (N,n) = ∑i 2PTT (N,n) with i = 1,...,n. The factor 2 in the sum results from the symmetry of the distributions PTT.
Scheme 2. Structures of Initiators 3a and 3b with Atom
Numbering
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common phenomenon is caused by the fact that higher
molecular weights are lower in intensity in MALDI-ToF, which
results in underestimated weight-average molecular weights and
thus smaller PDI values. We will therefore use PDI values
Figure 3. Molecular weights of the four samples studied in detail. (a) GPC curves measured in THF. (b) MALDI-ToF spectra. GPC curves are
overlaid (dashed lines) by using the scaling MMALDI = 0.62MGPC. In addition to the four samples in (a), the lower molecular weight sample 4c
(0TT-P3HT-26, see Table SI-1) is shown.
Figure 4. (a) Scheme of the semicrystalline microstructure of regioregular P3HT: a, b, and c represent the crystal lattice constants; dc and da are
thicknesses of lamellar crystals and amorphous layers, respectively; Lp = dc + da is the long period. (b) Lorentz-corrected small-angle X-ray scattering
curves at 190 °C for the samples 1TT-P3HT-43 (red), 0TT-P3HT-45 (black), 0TT-P3HT-65 (green), and 1TT-P3HT-76 (blue). All samples were
cooled from the melt in steps of 10 K. Lp as obtained from the peak maximum are shown. (c) Contour length distributions obtained from Figure 3.
Bars indicate Lp values as obtained from (b). (d) Wide-angle scattering curves of the four samples at 190 °C.
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obtained from GPC and degrees of polymerization from NMR
throughout this manuscript. Quantitative initiation efficiency of
the initiator is verified by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 1b).
In the spectrum of the fully regioregular chain 4a, the two
doublets of H11 and H12 are clearly seen at 7.16 and 6.93 ppm,
respectively, in accordance with the literature.39,54,55,61 The
fully regioregular structure is further corroborated by the fact
that the signal of the HT-TT triad within the chain, as observed
at 7.00 ppm for conventionally initiated 2a (see arrow in Figure
1a), is absent. While all defect-free polymers carry the 3-
hexylthiophene starting group, the situation concerning the
nature of end-groups is slightly different. In principle, polymers
with H/H termination should be obtained, and this is indeed
observed. With increasing molecular weight, however, the
content of bromine-terminated P3HT chains increases slightly
(see Figure SI-6, Supporting Information). We assume that
bromine end groups arise from an irreversible loss of
coordination of Ni(0) to the conjugated chain, the extent of
which increases with increasing DP. The increasing amount of
bromine terminated chains in 4a−f is consistent with a slight
but increasing low molecular weight tailing observed in the
GPC curves (see Figure SI-5, Supporting Information). The
noticeable intensity at the low molecular weight side, especially
for the higher molecular weight polymers 4e,f thus causes
polydispersity indices (PDI) slightly higher than 1.2. This is not
the case for polymers 4g−l initiated by the dppp-based initiator
3b. These polymers have comparable molecular weights but
exhibit excellent PDIs down to 1.10 for the molecular weight
region investigated. A full table with all relevant molecular
parameters and physical properties is found in the Supporting
Information (Table SI-1,2).
3.3. Influence of Polydispersity and Distributed Tail-
to-Tail Unit on Structure Formation. We select four
polymers for an in-depth analysis in order to reveal the impact
of the TT unit and polydispersity on structure formation and
crystallinity. Samples 2c and 2e initiated with Ni(dppp)Cl2,
denoted as 1TT-P3HT-43 and 1TT-P3HT-76, respectively,
and the two defect-free samples 4i and 4f, denoted as 0TT-
P3HT-45 and 0TT-P3HT-65, respectively, are analyzed by
X-ray scattering and various calorimetric experiments. “1TT”
and “0TT” denote one and no TT defect, respectively, and
the number at the end indicates the degree of polymerization.
The samples synthesized via the same catalyst have different
molecular weights, while the two molecular weights for each
couple are similar. Note that polydispersities are almost equal
for the two couples of comparable molecular weight. Table 1
summarizes all important parameters (for complete character-
ization, see Table SI-1,2). Figure 3a shows GPC curves, and
Figure 3b depicts MALDI ToF spectra. Temperature-depend-
ent combined small-angle and wide-angle X-ray scattering
experiments were performed on bulk samples to characterize
the microstructure. Figure 4a schematically shows the semi-
crystalline morphology of P3HT.46 Alternating crystalline and
amorphous layers form a superstructure with periodicity LP =
dc + da, where LP is the long period. Within the lamellar
crystals, another layered structure is formed, comprising alkyl
chain and thiophene main-chain “sheets” (a-axis). The π−π-
stacking of the planarized backbones is along the b-axis. Figure
4b shows Lorentz-corrected small-angle X-ray (SAXS)
intensities recorded at T = 190 °C, i.e., a temperature close
to the isothermal crystallization temperatures used in the DSC
experiments below. The long periods LP determined from the
peak positions are indicated. The contour-length distributions
shown in Figure 4c together with the LP values have been
calculated from GPC curves for which the molecular weight
axis has been corrected by the MALDI spectra, i.e., the
molecular weight axis of GPC data has been multiplied by a
factor in order to have their maxima at the same positions as
the MALDI spectra (Figure 3b). While samples 1TT-P3HT-43
and 0TT-P3HT-45 have a long period LP very similar to its
contour length lc, the higher molecular weight samples 0TT-
P3HT-65 and 1TT-P3HT-76 exhibit LP values much smaller
than lc. From this we can conclude that 1TT-P3HT-43 and
0TT-P3HT-45 crystallize in an extended-chain conformation,
while for 0TT-P3HT-65 and 1TT-P3HT-76, chain-folding
occurs. Very similar positions of the (100)- and the (020)/
(002)-reflections in Figure 4d indicate that the lattice
parameters are independent of the presence or absence of
the TT defect and are in accordance with the literature
(Table 1).62,63
Figure 5a shows the DSC cooling curves of all four samples
acquired at a rate of 3 K/min. Although the degree of
polymerization of samples 0TT-P3HT-45 and 1TT-P3HT-43 is
almost equal, cf., Table 1, the crystallization onset temperatures
are significantly different. These values are shown in Figure 5b
as crossed symbols. Additionally, the onset temperatures
Figure 5. (a) Heat flow during cooling from the melt at a rate of 3 K/min. (b) Crystallization onset temperatures for a broader range of molecular
weights and different cooling rates of 3 K/min, 10 K/min, and 20 K/min. Lines are guides to the eye.
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obtained from experiments performed with higher cooling rates
and several molecular weights are shown. The onset temper-
atures depended on the cooling rate as expected, i.e., the higher
the cooling rate, the lower the onset temperature. Furthermore,
a clear difference between defect-free samples and samples
containing one TT defect was observed at the same cooling
rates. The P3HT samples with one TT defect crystallized at
lower temperatures as compared to defect-free samples of
similar degree of polymerization. This difference was more
pronounced for lower molecular weights and seemed to vanish
for the highest molecular weights studied. Calorimetric
isothermal crystallization experiments at different temperatures
were used to further explore the observed differences among
the samples. Crystallization at higher temperatures requires
thermodynamically more stable crystals, i.e., polymeric or
oligomeric crystals with a larger thickness dc (cf., Figure 4a).
Thus, size-limiting effects such as polydispersity or potentially
noncrystallizable TT defects might become visible. Figure 6
shows the heating curves after isothermal crystallization at the
two highest temperatures for each sample, in addition to the
curve after nonisothermal crystallization during cooling at 3 K/
min. For all samples, two peaks were observed during melting
after cooling (black line). This is a well-known phenomenon,
namely melting and immediate recrystallization or reorganiza-
tion64 into a thermodynamically more stable form.65 For the
lower molecular weight samples 1TT-P3HT-43 and 0TT-
P3HT-45, heating after isothermal crystallization produced a
single melting peak close to the higher melting peak of the
nonisothermally crystallized samples. This peak shifted to
higher temperatures with increasing crystallization temperature
Tc. Furthermore, a reduction in the enthalpy of melting ΔHm
with increasing Tc was clearly seen. Also for the higher
molecular weight samples 1TT-P3HT-76 and 0TT-P3HT-65,
the dominant melting peak after isothermal crystallization
shifted to higher temperatures with increasing Tc, but here it
was closer to the lower temperature melting peak of the
nonisothermally crystallized case. Furthermore, also for the
isothermally crystallized samples, the second melting peak at
higher temperatures was still observable although significantly
reduced in intensity. Because the results from small-angle X-ray
scattering (Figure 3b and 3c) suggest partial chain folding for
0TT-P3HT-65 and 1TT-P3HT-76, we interpret the higher
temperature melting peaks for these two samples as the melting
of chains that recrystallized in an extended chain configuration.
The melting peak temperatures of all samples from Figure 6
are shown in Figure 7a as a function of Tc. For all four samples,
the increasing melting temperature with increasing Tc indicated
an increased crystal thickness. Variations in melting points
Figure 6. DSC heating curves at a rate of 20 K/min. For each sample, the heating curve after cooling at 3 K/min (black line) is shown in addition to
the heating curves after isothermal crystallization at the two highest temperatures (blue, red lines). (a) 1TT-P3HT-43, (b) 0TT-P3HT-45, (c) 1TT-
P3HT-76, and (d) 0TT-P3HT-65.
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among different samples are more difficult to interpret in terms
of crystal thickness. For instance, Buckley et al. have shown for
low molecular weight poly(ethylene oxide)s that once folded
chain crystals melt at a temperature higher than that of
extended chain crystals of chains having half the molecular
weight.66 One reason for this effect is an entropic contribution
from the chain ends. Such an entropic contribution was
introduced by Flory and Vrij to describe the changes in melting
points of monodisperse n-alkanes.67 It is therefore not evident
that the different melting points of the samples in Figure 7a
directly reflect variations in crystal thickness. Figure 7a
additionally shows the melting point of the defect-free sample
0TT-P3HT-26 (4c) after cooling at 3 K/min (filled triangle).
The onset temperature during cooling was used as the
crystallization temperature. This nonisothermal measurement
together with the isothermal experiments for the other samples
gives an impression on how the melting points change with
molecular weight. It is apparent that it is not straightforward to
relate the observed differences between 0TT-P3HT-45 and
1TT-P3HT-43 in Figure 7a to an effect of the TT defect.
Figure 7b shows ΔHm obtained from heating curves both after
isothermal and nonisothermal crystallization. Figure 7c and 7d
show the same data for the lower and higher molecular weights
separately for clarity. The values of ΔHm were converted into
degrees of crystallinity ϕc = ΔHm/ΔHm∞ by using the recently
suggested value of ΔHm∞ = 37 J/g for the melting enthalpy of a
100% crystalline sample.68 The highest crystallinity of ∼70% is
obtained for the defect-free sample 0TT-P3HT-45. This value
is slightly higher compared to the counterpart with similar
molecular weight 1TT-P3HT-43 having one TT defect, which
exhibited ∼65%. Higher values of ΔHm have only been
reported recently on high pressure crystallized P3HT.37 It is
important to note that irrespective of the presence or absence
of a TT defect in the chain, a decrease in crystallinity is
observed for all samples with increasing crystallization temper-
atures. For 0TT-P3HT-45, a sample without any potentially
noncrystallizable regiodefects that forms extended chain
crystals, polydispersity causes ΔHm to decrease for increasing
Tc: with increasing temperature, crystals require longer chains
in order to be stable, and thus an increasing amount of shorter
chains is not able to crystallize. But for the other three samples,
other reasons such as the presence of the TT defect or a
Figure 7. (a) Melting peak temperatures as a function of isothermal crystallization temperature (dashed lines guide the eyes). Additionally shown is
the result of a nonisothermal experiment of the defect-free sample 0TT-P3HT-26 (4c, filled triangle). (b) Melting enthalpy after nonisothermal and
isothermal crystallization (filled symbols): For nonisothermal crystallization (−40 K/min: symbols with vertical line; −20 K/min: open symbols,
−10 K/min: half filled symbols; −3 K/min: symbols with cross) enthalpies are plotted as a function of the respective onset temperatures during
cooling. The conversion of the melting enthalpy into crystallinity was performed by assuming 37 J/g for a 100% crystalline sample. (c and d) Same
data as in part b plotted separately for the two couples of lower and higher molecular weight. Lines guide the eyes.
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reduction in the fraction of chains that fold might also apply. In
order to be able to separate the contributions from
polydispersity and the TT defect to crystallinity, a simple
model is developed that allows estimation of the crystallinity.
3.4. Development of a Simple Model for the
Determination of Crystallinity. The defect-free P3HT
materials without any potentially noncrystallizable sequence
allow development of a simple model. The model considers a
solid solution of chains of different length, as justified by the
observation of a single long period in Figure 4b. We further
assume that the two repeat units at the chain end are
noncrystalline and that no additional noncrystallizable
sequences within the chains are present. For a given value of
the crystal stem length Nc, three different cases are possible for
a chain with a degree of polymerization N (Figure 8). First, the
chain is long enough to fold and can therefore be incorporated
into the crystal twice. In this case, N ≥ 2Nc + 2 + Nf has to
hold, with Nf being the minimum number of monomers
required per fold. Second, if the chain is not long enough to be
incorporated twice, but can be incorporated once, N ≥ Nc + 2
holds. Third, the chain is shorter than the crystal thickness, i.e.,
N < Nc + 2. In this case, the chain is not incorporated into the
crystal.
The crystallinity per chain for these three cases is then given
by 2Nc/N, Nc/N, and 0, respectively. To estimate the
crystallinity of a particular sample for a given value of Nc, the
molecular weight distribution has to be taken into account to
weight the three different cases correctly. The probability p(N)
to find a chain with degree of polymerization N can be directly
estimated from MALDI-ToF. Figure 9a shows the probabilities
p(N) for the three samples 0TT-P3HT-45, 1TT-P3HT-43, and
0TT-P3HT-65. The crystallinity φc(Nc) was estimated
according to:
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The model implicitly assumes a rejection of the chains ends
from the crystal. This assumption may be justified by the
observations that the long period of P3HT scales with
molecular weight.34,46 Furthermore, the value chosen for Nf
also affects the calculated crystallinities. P3HT-folds in
monolayers on graphite have been directly observed by
scanning tunneling microscopy,69,70 whereby values of Nf =
6−8 were suggested, which are in accordance with theoretical
models predicting short reentry.69,71 The observed lattice
constant of a = 1.3 nm in these monolayers is smaller than the
value of a = 1.6 nm, which is commonly observed in bulk
samples. This suggests that Nf in the bulk is somewhat larger.
We therefore chose Nf = 8 for all calculations presented here
(for the influence of Nf on the calculated crystallinities, see
Figure SI-7a, Supporting Information). The presented model
neglects all kinetic effects on structure formation but maximizes
the crystallinity per chain under the assumption of a sharply
defined crystal thickness.
The lines in Figure 9b depict the crystallinites ϕc(Nc) as
obtained from the model for the two defect-free samples 0TT-
P3HT-45 and 0TT-P3HT-65. Both calculated crystallinities
exhibit two maxima as a function of Nc. The origin of these two
maxima can be understood as follows. For small values of Nc,
many chains are able to form a fold. With increasing Nc, the
crystalline fraction of these folded chain increases. With further
increasing Nc, the number of chains that are long enough to be
incorporated into the crystal twice decreases. This leads to a
first decrease in crystallinity (labeled “1” in Figure 9b). The
second maximum again arises from an increase in the crystalline
fraction per chain, which is now built into the crystal only once.
Afterward the crystallinity decreases again (“2” in Figure 9b),
because more and more chains are too short to crystallize at all,
as their DP is smaller than the crystal stem length, i.e., N < Nc +
2. In both plots in Figure 9b, the maximum degree of
crystallinity that is achievable is smaller in the first peak (second
peak in Figure 9c and 9d), as chain-folding requires monomer
units which are lost for crystallinity.
Figure 9c and 9d show the calculated crystallinities from
Figure 9b as a function of the inverse crystal stem length Nc
−1
(gray lines). In addition, the experimentally determined values
ϕc(Tc) are shown. For polymers with a high degree of
polymerization, it is generally observed that the melting
temperature of lamellar crystallites increases with increasing
thickness. This effect is well described by the Gibbs−Thomson
equation Tm = T0 − CNc−1. Here, T0 is the equilibrium melting
point, and the constant C ∼ 2σ/ΔHm∞ is proportional to the
surface energy σ and the melting enthalpy ΔHm∞ of a 100%
crystalline sample.65 For the crystallization temperature and the
crystal thickness, the same relation is often found.65 Although
the above-mentioned entropic contributions from chain ends
and differences in surface energies for extended and folded
chain crystals modify the simple Gibbs−Thompson equation66
for oligomers, experimental data relating temperature and
crystal thickness is usually presented in T−Nc−1diagrams. As
the higher melting points for the increased Tc values in Figure
7a indicate larger crystal thicknesses, we plot the respective x-
axis in Figure 9c and 9d accordingly. The temperature range is
chosen such that the decreasing DSC crystallinities can be
superimposed with the decrease in the calculated crystallinities.
Because 0TT-P3HT-45 exhibits extended-chain crystals, the
experimentally determined crystallinities are superimposed with
the second decrease of the calculated ones (“2” in Figure 9b).
For 0TT-P3HT-65, the comparison of the long period and the
chain length indicates chain-folded crystals, and therefore the
experimentally determined crystallinities are superimposed with
the first decrease of the calculated curve (“1” in Figure 9b).
Figure 8. Scheme explaining the model for the determination of
crystallinity: A solid solution of crystallizable chains of different length
is assumed, i.e., crystallizable chains of different length are
incorporated into the crystal layers at random positions. Chains
ends (blue filled circles) were assumed to be noncrystalline. The
minimum number of monomers necessary to form a fold is given by
Nf. Nc denotes the crystal stem length, i.e., the thickness of the crystal
layer, in units of monomers.
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Both cases yield very good agreement of calculated and
experimentally determined values. The model also reproduces
the observed slightly lower crystallinity of 0TT-P3HT-65
compared to 0TT-P3HT-45. In addition, the shape of the
experimental data and the calculated curves match well. All this
demonstrates that the very simple model presented here
accounts for the major experimental observations. It also
indirectly supports the recently suggested value ΔHm∞ = 37 J/g
for a 100% crystalline sample,68 as compared to the previously
used value ΔHm∞ = 99 J/g.
72 Importantly, the model reveals that
the reasons for the decrease in crystallinity with increasing
isothermal crystallization temperature for 0TT-P3HT-45 and
0TT-P3HT-65 are indeed different: While the decreasing
crystallinity in 0TT-P3HT-45 is caused by the increasing
fraction of chains that are too short to crystallize at all, the
decrease in crystallinity of 0TT-P3HT-65 arises from chains
that are too short to be incorporated into the crystal twice.
The very good agreement of model and experiment
emphasizes the major importance of polydispersity as a limiting
factor for crystallinity. Although the crystallinity of 0TT-P3HT-
45 is rather high, it is essentially limited by polydispersity. Our
model predicts that a reduction in polydispersity should lead to
significantly higher crystallinites. For example, a reduction of
the number of different chain lengths to ∼10 (corresponding to
a PDIMALDI of 1.002) is expected to result in crystallinities as high
as ϕc(Nc) ≈ 0.85 (see Figure SI-7). This is valid for extended-
chain crystals as well as for once-folded ones; however for the
latter, crystallinity is additionally reduced by the fold.
In order to calculate crystallinities of P3HT samples
synthesized via Ni(dppp)Cl2 and to address the question
of whether the TT defect disrupts the crystallizable segment
length thereby limiting crystallinity or not, the simulated
distribution of the TT defect is finally considered in the model.
The equilibrium theory of Flory73 assumes complete exclusion
of defects; however, other theories and experiments suggest
Figure 9. (a) Distributions of degree of polymerization N from MALDI spectra for the different samples as indicated. (b) Crystallinities calculated
with eq 1 for the two samples 0TT-P3HT-45 and 0TT-P3HT-65. The arrows labeled “1” and “2” indicated the first and second decrease in both
crystallinity curves, respectively, with increasing crystal thickness. (c) Calculated crystallinity (gray line) with p(N) of 0TT-P3HT-45 as a function of
the inverse crystal thickness. The squares are crystallinity values obtained from the melting enthalpies. As indicated by SAXS, samples in this
molecular weight range form extended chain crystals. The temperature axis is therefore plotted such that the decrease in DSC crystallinities
superimposes with the second decrease of the calculated crystallinity (“2” in b). Note that the crystallinity axis has not been adjusted. (d) Same plot
as c for 0TT-P3HT-65. As SAXS indicates once folded chains, the temperature axis is plotted such that the decrease in DSC crystallinities
superimposes with the first decrease in the calculated crystallinity (“1” in b).
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partial inclusion.74,75 Inclusion or exclusion is expected to
depend on the exact nature or the size of the defect,76 because
the crystal lattice is disturbed upon inclusion. In addition,
molecular weight may play a role, too. On the one hand, Ungar
and co-workers found that in crystals composed of ethylene
oligomers with one single methyl branch, the comonomer was
rejected from the crystal.77,78 On the other hand, experiments
on higher molecular weight ethylene-propylene copolymers
have shown that ∼7 propylene units per 100 units can be
incorporated into the crystal, which is accompanied by an
increase in the unit cell dimensions.77,79 The crystal structure of
P3HT with its alternating thiophene and alkyl layers in one
direction, cf., Figure 4a, is rather peculiar, as the alkyl chains are
often amorphous (in the molecular weight range studied
here46) and the ‘crystal’ thus contains disordered regions.
The fact that regiorandom-P3HT, which contains many HH-
and TT-coupling defects, does not crystallize at all, already
demonstrates the detrimental effect that regiodefects can
have on crystallinity. Wu et al. reported that regioregular poly-
(3-butylthiophene-ran-3-octylthiophene), i.e., a thiophene
backbone to which alkyl chains of different length are attached
in a random order, is still able to crystallize.80 This indicates
that a certain irregularity with respect to side-chain order might
be tolerated.
To investigate the behavior of the single TT defect in P3HT,
complete exclusion from the crystal is assumed first. Here only
extended chain crystals are considered. If the TT defect cannot
be incorporated into the crystal, it divides the chain into two
parts, cf., Figure 10a. If for the degree of polymerization N >
2Nc + 2 holds, at least one of those two parts will be longer
than Nc, independent of the location of the TT defect. If N ≤
2Nc + 2, the TT defect has to be located within the first m*-
monomers from either chain end, cf. Figure 10a, for the chain
to be able to crystallize with a crystal stem length of Nc.
Otherwise, both chain segments are shorter than Nc and the
chain will not crystallize at all. The cumulative probability
∑PTT(N,m*) (cf. Figure 2c) gives the fraction of chains with
degree of polymerization N that have the TT defect within the
first m*-monomers from either chain end. Thus, the
crystallinity can be estimated within the model for extended
chain crystals by calculating
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Note that here only extended chain crystals were considered,
and therefore an uncertainty in the choice of the parameter Nf
did not play a role. From this extended model, the crystallinity
expected for 1TT-P3HT-43 is shown in Figure 10b as the
dashed line. For comparison, the crystallinity calculated with eq
1, i.e., assuming complete inclusion of the TT defect, is shown
as a solid line. The crystallinity obtained from the isothermal
DSC experiment at the lowest isothermal crystallization
temperature Tc = 204 °C is ϕc(ΔHm) = 0.59. The calculated
crystallinities for complete exclusion of the TT defects are
lower than this value over the whole range of Nc (see arrow in
Figure 10b).
Thus, for complete exclusion, the predicted reduction in
crystallinity is too large, which in turn indicates that partial
inclusion of the TT defects occurs. Reassessing the thermal
properties discussed in Figure 5b, we can now view the smaller
onset temperatures of crystallization of samples with one TT
unit as an increase in the free energy of the crystal. Complete
inclusion of the TT defect, however, seems unlikely for the
following reason: The decreasing crystallinity of 0TT-P3HT-65
with increasing Tc (Figure 7d) was caused by the increasing
fraction of chains that were too short to be incorporated into
the crystal twice. One would expect that such a decrease occurs
only at higher temperatures for the higher molecular weight
sample 1TT-P3HT-76, if the TT defect could be included
completely. However, as can be seen from Figure 7d, the
crystallinity starts to decrease at lower temperatures for 1TT-
P3HT-76 as compared to 0TT-P3HT-65. This is consistent
with a partial exclusion of the TT unit, and therefore complete
inclusion is unlikely.
Several reports have mentioned that head-to-head (HH)
units do affect crystallinity,28,39,81,82 although a quantitative
Figure 10. (a) Sketch of a P3HT chain with a degree of polymerization of N that contains a TT defect (red circle). (b) 1TT-P3HT-43. Left:
Crystallinity as a function of the crystal thickness calculated considering the TT defect as crystallizable (eq 1, gray line) or as noncrystallizable (eq 2,
dashed orange line). Right: Crystallinity values as obtained from nonisothermal (open circles) and isothermal (filled circles) DSC experiments.
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study has not yet been presented. In a very recent report,
Snyder et al. have observed a decrease of crystal thickness with
decreasing RR, which the authors ascribed to noncrystallizable
HH defects that limit the crystallizable segment length.38 Here
it is interesting to note that the crystal lattice of P3HT can
partially tolerate inclusion of the TT defect. Obviously structure
formation is more severely affected by HH defects. Indeed, it is
a reasonable assumption that planarity of the backbone is less
severely distorted by single TT units, whereas HH couplings
cause a stronger torsion of the backbone, either through
sulfur−alkyl chain or alkyl chain−alkyl chain interactions.54
Therefore, the degree of crystallinity of Ni(dppp)Cl2-initiated
samples is only reduced slightly when compared to the defect-
free samples (see Figure 7c).
Finally, it is noteworthy to comment on the utility of the
presented model for other samples in the literature prepared via
Ni(dppp)Cl2. This is a feasible task, provided that high quality
MALDI-ToF spectra are available from polymers that form
extended-chain crystals. If higher molecular weights and/or
broad polydispersities are to be simulated, complication arises
from the fact that multiple chain-folding becomes possible. The
herein presented model is entirely based on thermodynamic
considerations, and we have only treated extended-chain and
once-folded crystals. Structure formation of P3HT with higher
molecular weight and broader PDI can be influenced by kinetic
effects, leading to multiple chain-folding, and a detailed study is
necessary to explore to what extent the presented model can be
applied. There is no intrinsic limitation of the model itself;
however, one must note that for these reasons, no model
predicting crystallinity for high molecular weight polymers is
available at present. To check the validity of the model for
higher molecular weights and larger polydispersities, various
cases that allow for twice or more folded chains need to be
introduced in eq 1 for 0TT-P3HT and in eq 2 for 1TT-P3HT.
3.5. Optical Properties. Our model and the results from
calorimetry both suggest that partial incorporation of the TT
defect takes place in conventionally polymerized P3HT.
Keeping in mind that backbone torsion for TT units is likely
to be smaller in comparison with HH defects,54 and that the
overall degree of crystallinity of 1TT-P3HT-43 is only reduced
slightly compared to 0TT-P3HT-45, the effect of a single TT
unit on the optical properties appears particularly interesting.
Figure 11a shows the absorbance spectra of a 0TT-P3HT-45
film cooled from the melt (T = 290 °C) to room temperature.
The large disorder in the melt causes only one broad
absorption feature at around 450 nm, which is comparable to
its solution spectrum or that of regiorandom amorphous P3HT.
Upon crystallization, the polymer chains undergo conforma-
tional changes and spacial rearrangements that affect the
respective coupling within and among the conjugated polymer
chains.83 On the one hand, the planarization of the polymer
backbone leads to a broad exciton intrachain delocalization, and
on the other hand, the cofacial alignment in the π−π stacking
direction leads to an interchain coupling. The typical resulting
absorption spectrum consists of several distinct vibronic
progressions with a spacing of around 0.18 eV appearing
between 480 and 620 nm. Spano explained these observations
by considering weakly coupled H-aggregates with a strong
exciton−phonon coupling. He calculated the transition
probabilities of the different vibronic bands from the ground
Figure 11. (a) Temperature-dependent absorption spectra of a 0TT-P3HT-45 film, measured in steps of 10 K. (b) Absorption spectra of 0TT P3HT
with different molecular weights. (c) Comparison of absorption and emission of 0TT-P3HT-45 and 1TT-P3HT-43 (upper graph) and 0TT-P3HT-
65 and 1TT-P3HT-76 (lower graph). (d) Peak ratio of the first (A0‑0) and second (A0‑1) vibronic progression in absorption.
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state (GS) to an excited state (ES) depending on the disorder
within the aggregates.84 Recrystallization of P3HT-0TT-45
starts from 250 °C and lower (Figure 11a). With higher
crystallinity, the blue shoulder decreases and the ratio between
first and second vibronic level increases, showing increased
ordering. Interestingly, at temperatures below Tc and even
below 60 °C, where no more macroscopic structural changes
take place, further changes are still visible in the optical spectra.
We found these changes to be reversible and there seems to
be a clear temperature dependence for the exciton delocaliza-
tion. These temperature-dependent changes especially have
to be taken into account when performing, for example, time-
resolved pump probe laser spectroscopy, where the pump
laser may heat the sample locally and modulate the spectra.85
The peak ratio of the first and second vibronic transition
A0‑0/A1‑0 can be directly related to the strength of interchain
coupling which again relates to the order and planarization
within H-aggregates.86 We will show later, together with the
photoluminescence of these samples, that this model of pure
H-aggregates may not be simply applicable here. Still, the ratio
A0‑0/A1‑0 directly correlates to the disorder in these polymer
aggregates.84 In the following we plot this ratio which provides
a simple way to compare all samples regarding their inner-
crystalline planarity, i.e., the average conjugation length. Figure 11b
and 11d demonstrates how A0‑0/A1‑0 increases with molecular
weight for defect-free P3HT, which can be explained by the
increasing conjugation length within chain-extended crystals of
increasing thickness. A0−0/A1‑0 approaches unity for the highest
molecular weight sample 0TT-P3HT-65.
In principle the TT defect can affect the conjugation length
in two ways: In the case of complete exclusion, a reduction of
the crystallizable sequence length results in thinner crystals and
consequently in a shorter effective conjugation length,
concomitant with a higher amorphous contribution to the
spectra compared to a defect-free sample of identical molecular
weight. In the case of partial inclusion of the TT defect, a
reduction in the planarity of the backbone is likely. This can
limit the conjugation length as well. The comparison of A0‑0/
A1−0 ratios of 1TT-P3HT and 0TT-P3HT materials is shown in
Figure 11c and 11d. In both cases, A0‑0/A1‑0 increases with
molecular weight up to DP ≈ 60, but there is a clear difference
between 0TT and 1TT polymers. The 0TT polymers always
exhibit the higher ratio. The amorphous contribution is,
however, nearly the same for both (Figure 11c). Higher
molecular weights result in thicker crystals and thus in an
increased conjugation length, while at a given molecular weight
the defect-free samples provide more planar and “kink-free”
chains. Both effects increase the exciton delocalization per
chain, i.e., the average effective conjugation length. The higher
ratios A0‑0/A0−1 for defect-free P3HT chains (Figure 11d)
therefore mirror the higher crystallization temperatures (Figure
5b). Further support for the interpretation that the effective
conjugation length within the crystal here is strongly influenced
by the inclusion of TT defects comes from the comparison of
the degrees of polymerization at equal ratios A0‑0/A0‑1. For
instance, in order to achieve a value of A0‑0/A0‑1 = 0.85, the DP
of the 1TT samples have to be nearly twice as high as in the
case of 0TT samples. If only the crystal stem length was
determining the effective conjugation length, this would imply
that the 1TT samples are less crystalline than 0TT samples by a
factor of ∼2 for an identical DP. This is not consistent with the
calorimetric results. Thus, the optical data support the picture
of partial inclusion of TT defects and are fully congruent with
the calorimetric data and the calculated crystallinities.
Also photoluminescence (PL) has significant features that
relate to backbone planarization and formation of either J- or
H-aggregates. H-Aggregates have a distinct emission spectra, as
their lowest vibronic transition is forbidden.87 Previously, it has
been shown by temperature-dependent solution measurements
that the first vibronic peak in the emission spectra of P3HT
decreases with increasing aggregation.88 In contrast, Figure 11c
shows that the PL intensity of the E0‑0 peak is very pronounced.
This E0‑0 peak even exceeds the strength of the E1‑0 peak, which
has not been observed previously for P3HT samples with high
regioregularity.88 This observation is even more pronounced
for the defect-free samples. The absorption spectra coincide
with a higher order of the polymer chains, but the strong E0‑0
emission cannot be explained by only assuming H-aggregates.
The increase of the E0‑0 emission would substantiate the picture
of a more delocalized exciton on the polymer chain
experiencing a higher conjugation length, thereby reducing
the coupling between neighboring chains.89 Thus, the defect-
free samples exhibit a clear trend toward longer conjugation
lengths and more planar backbones, which again is in
accordance with partially incorporated TT units in conven-
tionally polymerized chains.
4. CONCLUSIONS
By combining directed synthesis, structure analysis, and
simulations, we have presented an integrated approach to
systematically elucidate the influence of single molecular
parameters on structure formation and optical properties in
semicrystalline poly(3-hexylthiophene). Our results show that
conventionally synthesized P3HT using Ni(dppp)Cl2 as the
catalyst not only contains terminal tail-to-tail defects as believed
to date but also internal ones. The statistical distribution of this
defect within the chain was quantified based on NMR end
group analysis and simulations. Well-defined, narrow-distrib-
uted, defect-free P3HT with a regioregularity of 100% was
prepared via externally initiated KCTP using new, soluble
nickel initiators. The thermal behavior and the optical
properties of the two series of P3HTs, i.e., well-defined
P3HT chains with one distributed tail-to-tail defect obtained
from the conventional initiation via Ni(dppp)Cl2 and well-
defined, entirely defect-free P3HT via new nickel initiators,
were distinctively different. The absence of any potentially
noncrystallizable regiodefect allowed us to propose a simple
model to estimate crystallinities based on the molecular weight
distribution only. Ample viability of this model is demonstrated
by the very good agreement of experimentally determined and
calculated crystallinities. Importantly, polydispersity is identi-
fied as a major parameter determining crystallinity. As-
synthesized defect-free materials exhibit crystallinities as high
as ∼70%, which can further be increased by lowering
polydispersity. The combination of the results on the defect-
free chains, the proposed model, and the distributions of the
regiodefect within Ni(dppp)Cl2-initiated P3HT strongly
indicate that the tail-to-tail unit is at least partially included
into the crystal layers. This result is fully supported by optical
properties, where a high planarity of the backbone is indicated
by the strong increase of the first vibronic absorption peak A0‑0
compared to the second A0‑1. At the same time, the higher
order seems to augment exciton delocalization and to weaken
H-aggregate behavior, which is currently under a more detailed
investigation. Complementary measurements of charge carrier
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mobility in film and bulk as well as of exciton diffusion lengths
are now needed in order to relate these results to electronic
properties as the next step, and these are currently underway.
Because the presented approach is not limited to P3HT, it is
our hope that it may find application in fundamental studies on
the optoelectronic properties of other conjugated polymers
with semicrystalline morphology, especially where polydisper-
sity can be lowered by employing chain-growth polymerizations
instead of traditional step-growth polycondensations.5,41,90,91
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